NOTE TO SPECIFIER ** On The Right Track® Cubicle Curtains and Tracks.
This section is based on the products manufactured by On The Right Track® Systems, Inc.
located at:
174 Hudson Street, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10013
Tel: (212) 625.6630
Fax: (212) 625.6631
Email: moreinfo@ontherighttrack.com
Website: http://www.ontherighttrack.com
On The Right Track® patented track and Hookless® ring technology allow to replace/exchange hospital cubicle curtains in less than a minute, without the need of a ladder.
Facilities that utilize the On The Right Track® system can change curtains more frequently; minimize the risk of Hospital Acquired Infections*, lower replacement costs, cut laundry costs and overcome the risk of ladder accidents. They can also offer a faster Patient Throughput and a better patient experience, because the curtains are virtually silent and always look fresh and clean.

*In American hospitals alone, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimates that HAIs account for an estimated 1.7 million infections and 99,000 associated deaths each year. Cubicle Curtains are a major contributor: HAI’s are transferred by hand to cubicle curtains that are in direct contact with most patients. The solution is to wash and/or change the curtain more frequently.

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.01 SUMMARY

** NOTE TO SPECIFIER ** Remove items below not required for project.

A. Provide cubicle curtains and tracks for the following applications.
   1. Hospital bed cubicles.
   2. Examination areas.
   3. Emergency areas.
   4. Dressing areas.

** NOTE TO SPECIFIER ** Cubicle curtains are often used for shower curtains. If this is not the intent, make sure to clarify shower curtain by naming either Hookless™ or OTRT shower curtains.

B. Provide shower curtains at tubs and showers.
C. Related Work:
   1. Section 09 21 16 - Gypsum Board Assemblies, for wallboard ceilings.
   2. Section 09 51 00 - Acoustical Ceilings, for acoustical ceiling panels.

1.02 SUBMITTALS

A. Product Data: Submit manufacturer’s product data, installation and maintenance instructions.
B. Verification Samples: Submit representative of curtain fabric specified to verify style and color.
C. Shop Drawings: Submit reflected ceiling plans indicating locations of cubicle curtain and tracks.
1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE
   B. Mock-Ups: Install one complete unit for approval prior to installation of remaining cubicle curtains and tracks. Approved mock-ups may remain in place.

1.04 DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING
   A. Deliver materials and products in unopened factory labeled packages. Store and handle in strict compliance with manufacturer's instructions and recommendations.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS

2.01 MANUFACTURER
   B. Substitutions: Not permitted unless bidder obtains approval from the Architect and/or Owner to bid alternates or substitutions to the specifications at least four weeks prior to bid date.

2.02 CUBICLE CURTAINS AND TRACK SYSTEM

** NOTE TO SPECIFIER ** The following section outlines cubicle curtain track systems, textile cubicle curtains, recyclable disposable curtains and Hookless™ shower curtains made by On The Right Track® (OTRT). Make one selection from the following sections. If making more than one selection per section, please be specific. Remove what is not needed.

A. Cubicle Curtain Track: Provide a cubicle track system by On The Right Track® Systems, Inc. with the following characteristics:
      a) Powder Coated White Finish.
      b) Brushed Stainless Finish.
      c) Oil Rubbed Bronze Finish.
      d) Custom: __________
   2. Dimensions: 1 1/2 inches (39 mm) high by 3/8 inch (10 mm) wide.
   3. Provide straight and bent sections as indicated on drawings.
   4. Accessories: Provide the following components. Coordinate locations with those found on the Contract Drawings.

** NOTE TO SPECIFIER ** Retain only accessories required on the project and delete all others.
   a) OPG-005, Grabber (curtain loading tool).
   b) OPTS-B03, Hard Ceiling Mounting Plate.
   c) OPTS-E03, Hanger and Track Connector.
   d) OPTS-F03M, Track Connector.
   e) OPTS-G03N, Hanger.
   f) OPTS-J03-1, 1’ Extensible Square Tube.
   g) OPTS-J03-2, 2’ Extensible Square Tube.
   h) OPTS-J03, 6’ Extensible Square Tube
i) OPTS-LZ, Loading Zone
j) OPTS-M03, Combo End Cap
k) OPTS-M03, End Cap.
l) OPTS-P03, Ceiling Vertical Mount Plate.
m) OPTS-S03, Thumb Screw with Fastener.

**NOTE TO SPECIFIER** Section B outlines textile cubicle curtains made by On The Right Track®. While On The Right Track® offers a variety of textiles, textile cubicle curtains can be customized with any fabric of your choice. If you are specifying a fabric from another manufacturer, specify the fabric manufacturer, pattern, color, style, repeat and size. Make one selection from the following sections. If making more than one selection per section, please be specific. Remove what is not needed.

B. Textile Cubicle Curtains: Manufacturer’s inherently fire-retardant (IFR) curtain with panel, mesh and top designed for attachment to track without separate hooks.

1. Panel Size: 69 inches wide by 92 inches high including 19 inches of mesh, hemmed as required.
2. Style:
   a. Mini-Squares with Mesh IFR.
      1) Color: Beige.
      2) Color: Blue.
      4) Color: Cookie.
   b. Botanical Vines with Mesh IFR.
   c. Botanical Leaves with Mesh IFR.
   d. Custom Style: __________
4. Curtain Ring
   a. Cream.

**NOTE TO SPECIFIER** Section C outlines Recyclable Disposable Cubicle Curtains manufactured by On The Right Track®. These curtains are effective against Hospital Acquired Infections, optimize Patient Throughput and come in a variety of high-quality prints. Recyclable Disposable Curtains are ideal for High Infection Areas (such as EDs, ICUs, Burn Units, Dialysis, etc).

Custom colors are available upon request: please contact On The Right Track® for more information.

Make one selection from the following sections. If making more than one selection per section, please be specific. Remove what is not needed.

C. Recyclable Disposable Cubicle Curtains: Manufacturer’s inherently fire-retardant (IFR) curtain with panel, mesh and top designed for attachment to track without separate hooks. Made of 100% recyclable polypropylene.

1. Panel size: 69 inches wide by 92 inches high including 19 inches of mesh, hemmed as required.
2. Style:
   1) Color: Beige
   2) Color: Blue
   3) Color: Boxed Leaf
   4) Color: Ivy
   5) Custom: __________
4. Curtain Ring
   a. Cream.

C. Shower Curtains: Provide Hookless® Shower Curtains distributed by On the Right
**NOTE TO SPECIFIER** Section D outlines Hookless™ Shower Curtains manufactured by On The Right Track®. Select the size, style and color required. Remove what is not needed. Hookless™ Shower Curtains don’t require lining. Custom colors are available upon request: please contact On The Right Track® for more information.

1. Panel Size:
   a. 71" x 74"
   b. 42" x 74"

2. Style:
   a. Pin Dot (Vinyl)
      1) Color: Beige
      2) Color: White
   c. Litchfield (Polyester)
      1) Color: White
      2) Color: Beige
   d. Mini-Square (Polyester, Fire Retardant)
      1) Color: Beige
      2) Color: Blue
      3) Color: Sage
      4) Custom: ________
   e. Mystery with Sheer Window (Polyester)
      1) Color: White
      2) Color: Beige
      3) Color: Sage
      4) Color: Blue
      5) Custom: ________

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.01 INSTALLATION
A. Installation of Cubicle Curtains and Tracks: Install in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations, including the following:
1. Verify that ceilings are suitable for installation prior to installation.
2. Mechanically attach tracks using manufacturer’s recommended anchors and attachment devices.
3. Install accessories and curtains and test for proper operation. Replace damaged units.
B. Installation of Shower Curtains: Install in accordance with manufacturer’s recommendations, on shower rod provided by others.

Please refer to On The Right Track® installation guides or contact On The Right Track® for more information.

END OF SECTION